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1. Introduction

Let ff be a t-fold transitive group on Q-{1, 2,-,ri) with t≧2, H(≠1) a normal

subgroup of G and assume that n>t-¥-¥. The following is a classical result of Jordan.

Proposition 1 (Jordan, [8]). Under the above assumptions H must be (t-1)-fold

transitive.

There are several results on z-told transitivity of H by Wagner [7] for ｣-3, Ito [4]

and Saxl [6] for ｣-4 and Bannai [3] for t≧4, and it has been conjectured that if t≧4

then H must be ｣-told transitive.

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following
●

Theorem. Let G andH be as above, and assume that t≧4 and n>t4-l. Let Al?

･2>　As betheorbits ofHlt2,トi onQ-{1,2,-,ト1}. Assumethatqis an odd

prune which divides (ト1) and n≡r(mod q), 0<r<q.

Then s divides r, and ifr≧2 then s is less than r. In particular ifr-l or a prime then H

is t-fold transitive.

Notation. For a set X, let ¥X¥ denote the number of elements of X. For a

subset X of a group G, we denote by NG(X) the normalizer of X in G. For a permutation

group Gon (), letGij... & denotethe stabilizerofthepoints i9j9*�"�",k in G. Let A be a

subset ofQ. We denote by G(A the setwise stabilizer of A. For a set X ofpermuta-

tions the totality of the points left fixed by X is denoted by I{X). If a subset A of Q

is a fixed block ofX, i.e. if A*-A, the restriction of X on A is a set of permutations

on A. We denote it by XA.

2. Preliminary results

We list here the results which are needed for the proof of our theorem.

Proposition 2. Let G be t-fold transitive on Q, and let F⊆Q with ¥rl-t. Let

K be a normal subgroup of 0 and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of Kr for some prime p.

Then NG(P) is t-fold transitive on I(P).

Proposition 3 [2]. Let G be a t-fold transitive permutation group on a set Q for

t≧4 and let月≠1 be a normal subgroup of G. Then for all A⊆Q with IA|-*, #,(A)"

-s.
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Proposition 4 [6]. Let H be a t-fold transitive perm印tation group on a set Q (t≧2)

such that H(r¥r-^S汁!for all F⊆Q with |r|-ォ+l. Then HA and H,△　have the same

orbits on Q-A for all A⊆Q with lAI-i.

Proposition 5 [5]. Let G be a triply transitive permutation group of odd degree n

such that

(1) G is a normal subgroup of a quadruply transitive group, and

(2) anyinvolution in Gメxes at mostthreepoints. Then n is 5, 7, or ll, and G is A5, S5,

』70γ〟11.

Proposition 6 [1]. Let p be an odd prime. Let G be a 2p-fold transitive permuta-

tion group such that Ox 2,紗is of order prime top. Then G is one ofSn(2p≦n≦3p

-1) and An (2p+2≦n<Sp-1).

3. Proof of Theorem

Let (G, H) be a counter example of the smallest degree n to our theorem. Then

under the assumption in Theorem s/r or 2≦r≦s, in particular s>l. Since Glt2,-,トl

is transitive on Q-{1, 2,.-ォ, t-1} and H1 2t…,トis a normal subgroup of 6rlj2,-,*-!>

Al|-|A2I--lA and hence

n-(t-1)-8¥Al¥ …r(mod q).

Let teAl and let 8 be a Sy】ow ^-subgroup of Ht2,...,*. Then, since lAi|-I#!.ォ....,,-!:

Hl,2,...,*| isprime to q, Sis a Sylow g-subgroup ofJrx 2f-.<-i-　Now jfflf2,トis a

normal subgroup of Gx 2...,*-1? and S is a Sylow ^-subgroup, G-Ng(S)Hlt2,ト1･

Thus we have that NG(S)等H. Also NG(8)∩ガ≠1 because ¥H¥-n(n-1)->-(n-t+2)

IHi,2, -,トIT.

Next we shall show that the number of orbits of (NH(S))lf2,ト　on I(S)-{1,2,

･-,｣-1} is s. Since (IA,-|, q)-l, A,nl(8)≠¢ (i.e. there are at least s orbits). Z(S)

nA,- is an orbit for alli. For let α, β∈1(8)nA;. Since A; is an orbit of Hlt2,-,トl

on Q-{1,2, *�"�",｣-!}, there exists an element h in Hx 2, … t-x such that αh-β. Both

Sh and 8 are Sylow ^-subgroups of H1 ,, -.トIt a. Thus there exists an element I m

Bi.2, ,t-1,β such thatSk-Sl. We have that hi-1∈tf*l...…,トX(/S) and α/*/-!-β･ We

are done.

Therefore, if8≠1, then by induction, we have that s divides r and 2≦s<r, or |I(iS)|

≦｣+1. If the first case holds, then this is a contradiction. If the second case holds,

then ¥I(S)¥-t+l because (IA,U)-1. So NH(Sy(S)≧^<s>, where 1(8)-{1,2,-.., t,

t'}, and Al^) is an alternating group of degree ｣+1 on /(S). There exists an element

x in H{t,2... *-!> such that x---- (tt')サ- : the existence of such an element is given

by our knowledge of NH(S)IiSh By Proposition 3 and Proposition 4 we obtain

that f∈Ai. This is a contradiction. Therefore S-l.

From now on we shall divide the proof of Theorem into the following two cases:
●

Case 1: ｣-1 is not a prime number.
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Case 2: ｣-1 is a prime number.

Case 1: Suppose thatト1 is not a prime number. (That is,トl-Jcq, ,
也

W

prime and Jc≧2). In this case H is Jcq-ibid transitive on Q and Hlt 2< - ^
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prime to q. Therefore using Proposition 6 iff is one of Sn(kq≦n≦hq-¥-q-1) and An(kq+

2≦n<hq-¥-q-¥). Since w>｣+l, H is a t-fold transitive permutation group on Q. Thus

5-1, which is a contradiction.

Case 2: Suppose thatト1 is <7, a prime number. Let ^Ax and let T be a Sylow 2-sub-

group of Hlt2... ,. By Proposition 2NG(Ty<?) is t-Md transitive on I(T), and By

Proposition 1 NH(Ty^ is (｣-1)-fold transitive on I(T). Hence Proposition 5 implies

that NH{T)W>-A仙Sf+i or At+z when t≧6, and NH(T)HT)-A5, S5, A7 or Mu

when t-i. Let 6∈IIT) and ｣S{1,2,�"�"-,*}. If ¥I(T)¥-t+l then 8∈Ax since |A,-|≡0

(mod2) andT is a 2-group. Also in the other cases 6∈A,, since then NB(TyiT> is t-

told transitive. Hence I{T)⊆AiUU, 2,...,<}.

Let a? be a (/-element of Nh(T) involving the g-cycle (1, 2,�"�"�"> #) and fixing at least

2 points of I(T); the existence of such a ^-element follows from our knowledge of

NH(TyiT). Then x∈H{x, ,.....トx), and by Proposition 3 and Proposition 4 x preserves

the Hu.,トT-orbits. Hence if IAil≡1 (mod a) then a Sylow g-subgroup of Hlt2,･･･,

ト1≠1. This is a contradiction. Thus |Ax| ≡I (mod q), l<l<q. Therefore n-sl (mod q).

This is also a contradiction. For since q-t-1> U(aOI≧si, sl-r.
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